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[ E-pub ] ? I Grew My Boobs in China ?
MOBI eBook or Kindle ePUB free
Wanderlust It inspires us and shapes so many of our lives whether we live it or inherit it, or
just glimpse it from afar Ms Grace gives us valuable insight into her own personal views Oh,

to be so wise at such a young age I admire Ms Grace and her ability to share, thus the book
gets a 5 star Cheers I greatly look forward to from this author. I finally pushed through that
barrier of stubbornness I d always carried to see a new reality, one where I was
unbelievably blessed by all the wonderful, positive things in my life It was than just an
abstract concept, as if all the colours of the spectrum simultaneously blended into a white
light that burst through my soul I felt as pure as the crystal waters below What beautiful
writing This young author with this amazing debut has a great future.This book was
particularly engaging as I have traveled and lived in 21 countries over the past six years
This portion of her adventure concluded in Mongolia, which I have had a desire to visit After
reading her account, it is an absolute must see on my itinerary.I am truly looking forward to
the sequels to Sihpromatum I Grew My Boobs in China.

I

dare you to read this book and not fall in love with it Seriously, I dare you to If you have
been looking for a memoir that will make you smile, make you laugh and help you to look at
the world through different eyes, this is surely the one to do it The first portion of this
memoir tells the story of the average teenage girl She is somewhat insecure, has had
plenty of experience being the new kid in town and is trying to settle into a rhythm in her
young life She loves her dog, her best friend and her family A phone call changes all of her
plans, when her mother decides they are going to travel through China and live out of a
backpack for a full year I could feel the devastation that young Savannah felt through her
writing She is very talented at expressing her memories and emotions through words and
truly makes the reader feel as though they are right along beside her for the duration of the
journey What a journey it turns out to be so many ways to experience all of your senses in
this book It was amazing to read about this girl and her family and how much she grew up
and changed over the course of their adventures The descriptive language she uses to tell
of her surroundings and each new place they visit made this somewhat like watching a
movie You could smell the air and see the colours through her words This is than just a
simple travel memoir This is a story of spiritual and mental growth, physical change and
family Be careful when you read this, you might just want to sell everything you own and
buy a sturdy backpack for your own adventure One of the main things I enjoyed about this
book was the humor There is a thread of hilarity that spans the course of the story, and the
author never loses the ability to make her reader feel warm inside even during the portions
that are serious This is an excellent book from a talented author, and I recommend
checking it out You won t be sorry you did On one final note what a great title for a book It
took me forever to finish this, but it s only because life got in the way Plus, I think I m just
not the target audience for it.First thing s first this is a non fiction book, a travel memoir of
Savannah Grace s that she wrote out to read like fiction.Maybe it was because I knew it
was non fiction, but I just couldn t get into it as I would with a fiction book I m just not a non
fiction reader.Second, it s so hard reviewing a book based on real events that the author
lived through This is exactly why I don t read memoirs autobiographies every single
complaint I could have about characters and their actions and decisions is a direct attack on
author or someone they know, however mild or severe So I won t do that.The story was
sweet and eye opening Fourteen year old Savannah is informed by her mum that they re
just up and leaving to travel the world for a year.To say that Savannah read like a true
fourteen year old seems like a bit of an understatement She was being a typical teenager a
rebellious, constantly complaining, my life is ruined teenager And that s all I m saying about
it.It may be because I m twenty six, but I find that I just can t get into reading books about
and be in heads of fourteen year olds any and sympathize I know, I m heartless.What
bothered me about this book is that the writing varied throughout I can tell that the author
has the story telling gift, and she can certainly stand behind every word she wrote because
she s lived it, but she kept switching between present and past tense, and this is something

that I usually can t get over in books Past or present pick your tense.There were also a lot
of and words written out in CAPS where they didn t have to be A lot of Savannah s inner
monologues written out A lot of dialogue that felt stilted at times.If this is your kind of book, I
say read it It s got some wonderful descriptions of China and Mongolia any closeted or not
traveler will love, and the characters ring true It s a bit on the longish side.Will I be reading
the next book I just don t know I guess I ll have to wait and see if I m in the mood for it At
this moment, it seems unlikely. [ E-pub ] ? I Grew My Boobs in China ? SIHPROMATUM
Sip Row May Tum Is A Memoir Series Of One Family S Four Year Backpacking Adventure
Around The World The First Installment, I Grew My Boobs In China, Is The Beginning Of An
Intensely Fascinating, Sobering, And Emotional Memoir Of Savannah S Introspective And
Innovative Family AdventureIn , Year Old Savannah Grace S World Is Shattered When Her
Mother Unexpectedly Announces That She And Her Family Mother, Brother, Sister, Would
Soon Embark On An Incredible, Open Ended Journey When Everything From Her Pets To
The House She Lived In Is Either Sold, Given Away Or Put In Storage, This Na Ve Teenage
Girl Runs Headlong Into The Reality And Hardships Of A Life On The RoadBuilt Around A
Startling Backdrop Of Over Eighty Countries I Grew My Boobs In China Relates The Family
S Adventures In China And Mongolia , This Is A Tale Of Feminine Maturation Of Savannah
S Metamorphosis From Ing Nue To Woman Of The World Nibbling Roasted Duck Tongues
In China And Being Stranded In Mongolia S Gobi Desert Are Just Two Experiences That
Contribute To Savannah S Exploration Of New Cultures And To The Process Of Adapting
To The World Around Her I picked this book because it fit the read a book about a place
that you have always wanted to visit part of my reading challenge for this year I am so glad
that I made that choice Savannah is wonderful writer The pictures that her words paint are
priceless I am so glad that I was able to visit a place I have always wanted to go, and I didn
t have to eat the hairy biscuits while I was there Thank you Grace family for sharing your
amazing adventures. Wauw This is the first book in a long while that thaught me a lot while
it also offered me a great and entertaining read Normally I find books with true stories rather
boring This time it was different Though Savannah Grace tells us a story about the big
journey she and her family made, this wasn t a dull diary or something like that It was a
funny, well writen, interesting book that invites you into a new world and encourages you to
read further and further and to travel further and further with the lovely family of Savannah
Grace.At the age of 14, Savannah is a very normal girl with a normal life She does normal
things, goes to a normal school, All of that changes suddenly when Savannah s mother is
sick and tired of all this normality in their lifes After her husband left her she feels like doing
something for her own Instead of buying some expensive things or redecorate their house,
she wants to go on a journey A big one A journey through several countries A journey that
will take a year to complete While Ammon and Bree, her siblings, are excited and curious
about the biggest step they ll probably take in their lifes, Savannah hates every little thing
about it She doesn t want to discover the world She wants to discover the normal world

around her, boys, new friends, Selling their house, leaving everything behind, quiting school
for a year, Did her mother become crazy Savannah believes she does, but eventually she
does everything asked of her and she joins her family on the biggest field trip ever The
countries chosen by their mother and brother Ammon aren t the easiest ones to start with
Faced with poverty and other cultures this American family learns to appreciate life in a
totally different way They learn what s important in life and how people with nothing can
give you the most They learn how every stranger is a friend you still have to meet They
learn the taste of wool in cookies Lessons they couldn t learn at school.What I liked the
most about this book is how recognisable Savannah writes about her feelings through this
journey I think I would react the same way as she did not so happy to leave everything I
know behind, give my dog away to people I don t know, live from a backpack, sell my
house, leave school and know I m gonna get behind, But eventually I would appreciate this
opportunity too It s lovely to read how Savannah experiences several opposite emotions
throughout this journey Some days she s excited and happy with everything she gets to see
Other days she s scared, feels lonely and just wants to eat something normal This book is a
great mix of all sorts of things and that makes it an interesting and fun read I recommand
this book to everyone and when you read it, you should check the blog of the family too It
provides some cool pictures you can link to the story while reading Blog When I was 11
years old, I took a year long tour through the orient and around the world with my parents
So I could immediately identify with both the author s discomfort when the frenetic pursuit of
acceptance among her friends was interrupted and with the mature sense of her identity
that emerged as she learned how to accept, and become accepted by, many new and
different friends in her journeys through China and Mongolia This is a book that many a
parent will be inclined to give to a child who is about to be relocated or otherwise separated
from friends or family for an extended period But it is also a book that the parent might gain
from as well not in the way one takes vicarious pleasure in the breathless depictions so
many travel writers make of foreign lands, but as a way of connecting with what a teenager
really experiences in an extraordinary physical and emotional journey.As a 14 year old,
Grace was not a well trained observer of foreign cultures as she made her trip Nor does she
attempt to imitate the polished literary style so valued in the genre of travel books Rather it
is her uncanny knack for chronicling her travels without hype and her own concerns without
pretense that makes this book unique So few dare to write books about their teenage years
while they are still young enough to avoid the urge to sweep their everyday concerns under
the rug and place all their experiences in an evaluative context It is the forthright chronicling
of her own fears, confusions and small pleasures that allows Grace to speak with
authenticity to young and old alike So much that is recorded about travel is stylized, like the
tourist photos all taken in the same places even the adventuresome tend to bring home only
confirmation that what they have previously read or heard about the places they visit is true
It s refreshing to have an account that so faithfully records the untutored reactions between

people with vastly different life experiences Her marvelous dialog creates a cast of
characters whose emotional journey rivals the extraordinary explorations they make through
remote places. I Love SIHPROMATUM I can t put it down Right now we re having goat
soup in a get in Mongolia YUCK I am so In love with each of you individually and as a family
Savannah, 15 years old, writes with mirth and such enlightened depth the longer and farther
she is from their home in BC Canada and yet she includes so much cultural and descriptive
information about their experience, I can visualize each scene in my mind I am
recommending it to my friends, but honestly, I didn t know how to say SIHPROMATUM or
what is meant so I wrote to Savannah Grace, after reading her tribute to older brother,
Ammon, and I asked herWhat a cool family, what a great adventure Congratulations I am
living my dreams through your most enjoyable book I can t wait for the next one in,
hopefully, October Insightful writing of a teenager pulled away from a comfortable life deep
into the tricks of a year long travel Frustration, complaints are a big part of the first chapters
since Savannah first didn t want to go It feels great to then see her point of view change
and open up on what life truly is once we step out of our bubble A read every parent should
offer to their kids if they plan or not a long trip Life is out there
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